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ABSTRACT
The Norwegian Armed Forces is taking part in military joint operations on an international basis. When planning and executing military joint operations, a knowledge management strategy known as center of gravity analysis is often used. Given the constant need to improve the processes involved in planning and executing operations, the use of an alternative knowledge management strategy is proposed and discussed in this paper. The alternative knowledge management strategy is referred to as effects-based thinking. Effects-based thinking can be said to be a more general method than the center of gravity analysis. For a professional community of practice such as the Norwegian Armed Forces, the use of effects-based thinking may simply be a more suitable knowledge management strategy. This is to achieve success in military joint operations.
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I INTRODUCTION
The Norwegian Armed Forces conduct military operations in Norway as well as taking part in different military joint operations in other countries. This demands a high degree of knowledge management in the Norwegian military organization. Knowledge management is known as the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using organizational knowledge (Nonaka, 1991). A framework for categorizing the dimensions of knowledge has been proposed. This framework distinguishes between the exploratory creation of "new knowledge", i.e., innovation, and the transfer or exploitation of "established knowledge" within a group, organization, or a community (Hayes & Walsham, 2003). According to Bray (2005), collaborative environments such as communities of practice can be used for both knowledge creation and transfer. As an organization in need of increasing their organizational knowledge, the Norwegian Armed Forces constantly seek to improve their knowledge management strategies. The planning and execution of military joint operations is an area where knowledge management as well as using the correct strategies is important. The Norwegian Armed Forces have been known to use a knowledge management strategy known as center of gravity (CoG) analysis in planning and executing military joint operations. This raises an interesting question, does there exist a better knowledge management strategy that can be used instead?

II COG ANALYSIS AS A KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Is the ability of the Norwegian Armed Forces to identify the correct CoGs crucial in order to achieve success in a military joint operation? This paper will discuss an alternative method that may be used instead of CoG analysis as a knowledge management strategy. CoG is a concept developed by the Prussian military theorist Clausewitz (1832/1976). CoGs are those characteristics, capabilities, or localities from which a military force derives its freedom of action, physical strength, or will to fight. A CoG can thus be the opponent’s leadership, system essentials, infrastructure, population, and/or military field units. The US Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms define a CoG as "the source of power that provides moral or physical strength, freedom of action, or will to act" (US DoD, 2008, p. 3-13).

According to the US Army Counterinsurgency Field Manual 3-24 (US Army, 2006), the CoG in a counterinsurgency is the protection of the population that hosts it. The correct CoG is defined as a point one can and should attack with the intent to meet the strategic and political objectives and military end-state that applies to an operation. The FDLO (the Norwegian Armed Forces Doctrine for Air Operations) defines end-state as the military condition that will prevail when the operation is terminated, i.e. when the target of the operation has been reached (FO, 2002).

III AN ALTERNATIVE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: EFFECTS-BASED THINKING
One may also ask if there are alternatives to the correct CoGs. Perhaps one may consider whether there are other ways to achieve the political and military end-state than through the use of CoGs. The
initial question in this paper should perhaps be rephrased as: Are there alternative ways to plan and conduct military joint operations than to find the correct CoGs? Whatever the answer to this question, one must keep in mind that it is claimed that modern battle fields or conflict areas are inherently different from before (Walter, 2005). The modern conflict areas are characterized by different actors1 who do not fit into the normal picture of linear and symmetric conflict areas. The normal picture is usually with an opponent who is a state actor with a structured military force and civilian state system at their disposal.

Furthermore, knowing that the conflict areas are more complex than before, one might claim that finding the opponents' CoG or CoGs is more challenging than before. Past wars have usually been characterized as asymmetric wars where war between the actors has been recorded using different objectives, means and methods (Walter, 2005). Today's low intensity conflicts are to a greater degree characterized by disorganization, and more different actors are involved with various strategic, political, religious and other objectives (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). To answer the initial question, a clarification of the different concepts used in this paper will be conducted. A discussion of using a knowledge management strategy known as effects-based thinking as an alternative to CoG analysis in the planning and execution of military joint operations will also be conducted. Effects-based thinking is one of three approaches used by the Norwegian Armed Forces as an ideological basis of operational thinking. The three approaches are, respectively, effects-based thinking, network-based thinking and maneuver warfare (Forsvarsstaben, 2007).

IV DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS
The concept of gravity is defined in the Norwegian Armed Forces Joint Operational Doctrine (NAFJOD) as "that which gives an actor a superior power and strength that will be decisive in order for him to reach his goals or to stop others from reaching their goals" (Forsvarsstaben, 2007, p. 178). A "center of gravity" is furthermore defined in Webster's Dictionary (1960) as "that point of an object at which its weight is evenly distributed or balanced, center of mass, point of equilibrium". According to AAP-6 (2006) an operation is defined as "a military action or the carrying out of a strategic, tactical, service, training, or administrative military mission; the process of carrying on combat, including movement, supply, attack, defense and maneuvers needed to gain the objectives of any battle or campaign". A campaign is defined as "a series of military operations aimed to accomplish a common objective, normally within a given time and space" (D’Amura, 1987, p. 44). The concept of joint operations is defined in NAFJOD as: "An operation with efforts from several military branches are integrated and coordinated to achieve synergy effects at the strategic, operational or tactical level, often in a multinational framework and often coordinated with civilian instruments and actors" (Forsvarsstaben, 2007, p. 171). The synergy means that more power is gained from the combined parts than from the parts separately. NATO's definition of combined is defined in AAP-6 (2006) as "joint". "Joint" is defined here as an adjective used to describe activities, operations and organizations in which elements of at least two military branches participate. The objective of joint operations is to achieve synergistic effects by coordinating the various armed services (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). The definition of the term "actor" reveals that it is broader than the traditional concept of an enemy, and includes enemy forces, civil society organizations, local communities, individual participants and representatives from the media (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). "Planning" is defined as the preparations for the implementation of an action (FO, 2002). "Capability" is here understood as an individual's potential to influence the possibilities to perform a task and to acquire and apply new knowledge, skills and attitudes (Lai, 2006). The concept of CoG is closely related to other concepts such as the concept of "end-state" (FO, 2002), decisive points, and the terms "critical capabilities, critical requirements, and critical vulnerabilities" (Strange, 1996). The concept of "decisive points" or "essential points" is defined in the NAFJOD as points from which one’s own or the opponent's CoG can be threatened (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). In a so-called structural analysis one will make use of all these terms (FR 3-1, 2004). However, due to this paper's focus on the concept of CoG and effects-based thinking, the discussion of the above-mentioned concepts will be limited and used only to answer the main question of the present paper.

It is customary to operate with four different levels, where one can have one or more centers of gravity on each of the various levels. The four levels are, respectively, the political, the military-strategic, the operational, and the tactical level (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). Although the different CoGs at various levels usually will have a reciprocal relationship to each

1 Actor is here used to indicate any form of an opponent whether state or non-state, military or non-military in a conflict. An actor is thus everything from an opposing military force to local warlords in a conflict area.

2 Author’s translation.
other, the discussion in this paper will focus on the concept of CoG and its importance in relation to the operational level. This is due to the paper’s focus on the planning and execution of joint operations, which normally occurs at an operational level (Forsvarsstaben, 2007).

The structural analysis method is a tool used for analyzing what constitutes the actors’ CoGs. Furthermore, the method is a tool to decompose the actor’s CoGs. The aim is thus to identify critical vulnerabilities among the actors (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). The structural analysis will play an important role in the planning and conduct of operations. This is because the structural analysis helps to define the critical points on which an operational concept will be based (Strange, 1996). In recent NATO publications and doctrines an increased emphasis is put on effect thinking as an alternative method to using center of gravity.

Another option could have been to use Clausewitz’s (1832/1976) concept of "Schwerpunkt". The main advantage of Schwerpunkt in relation to gravity is that the Schwerpunkt does not require an absolute knowledge of the actors’ situation to succeed. In contrast to the gravity concept, the concept of Schwerpunkt focuses on the use of one’s own forces at a tactical and operational level (Vego, 2007). On the other hand, the concept of Schwerpunkt will be inadequate when it comes to analyzing and using non-military power to achieve the objectives of an operation. Schwerpunkt is still a useful tool for planning and conducting a joint operation or campaign. Schwerpunkt can be seen as an alternative to gravity, because the concept according to Vego (2007) can be used successfully in all forms of conflicts. However, it is too little adapted to the current conflict patterns to be used as an alternative to CoG analysis. The Norwegian Armed Forces is a community of practice as defined by Lave and Wenger (1991). Deciding upon a common knowledge management system will therefore be crucial in obtaining success in planning and executing military joint operations.

V PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH COG ANALYSIS

The concept of gravity has a long tradition and history, and the gravity concept is at the heart of a popular strategic theory (Echevarria, 2004). Gravity as a concept is linked mostly to Clausewitz (Vego, 2007). The goal of taking advantage of gravity is to determine what the enemy’s center of gravity is. A central theme of Clausewitz (1832/1976) is that the CoG concept is closely linked to what the political objective of war or conflict at the strategic level is. In other words it is extremely important that one is able to identify the correct CoGs if one wants an operation to be successful. Vego (2007) argues, however, that Clausewitz never used the term gravity or "center of gravity" (CoG). Clausewitz utilized instead the term Schwerpunkt meaning "weight (or) focus of effort". An interesting point here may be that Clausewitz used the term Schwerpunkt almost exclusively in relation to the strategic level. One may wonder whether it is correct to use the concept of gravity at an operational level. This question can then be linked to the question of whether there are alternatives to using the concept of gravity in the planning and execution of joint operations. There may be several problems associated with the analysis of the actors' CoG in a modern conflict area. This is due to the increasing complexity of modern conflicts. A problem with identifying the involved actors' CoG is that actors can consist of irregular forces. The NAFJOD argues that irregular forces may include a full spectrum from well-organized insurgent groups, local warlords and their followers to criminal groups (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). Common to irregular forces is that they want power and influence in the conflict area. They are rarely uniformed, and thus it is often difficult to distinguish them from the locals. They are often based on cell structures and organized in networks with a decentralized leadership. They usually tend to exploit the civilian infrastructure using mobile phones and Internet communication. They often use unconventional methods and pose a serious threat to a stabilization force. Combat against irregular forces is one category of assignments for the Norwegian Armed Forces in international operations. Today most of the combat that the Norwegian Armed Forces are engaged in are conducted towards such forces. The conflict level is generally higher than in peace support operations, though combat against irregular forces may also occur in a peace support operation (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). Being able to identify the participants' CoGs is referred to by Strange and Iron (2004) as an important strategic assessment. The ability to identify CoGs can thus be interpreted as being essential in terms of creating success of an operation. The CoG can be something physical or something linked to morale, and CoGs can exist on multiple levels simultaneously (AJP - 01C, 2006). Being able to find and analyze the correct physical and moral CoGs in a planning phase of an operation will therefore be decisive in order to succeed with the upcoming operation. Clausewitz (1832/1976) has further argued that the moral elements are most important in a war or conflict. By undermining the
moral CoGs, one will open up for success in an ongoing operation. It has also been claimed that to be involved in a conflict without having in mind both one’s own and the opponent's CoG is comparable to fighting blind. Sun Tzu (490 B.C. /1989) believes that one of the most important things is to know oneself and one’s opponent. On the other hand, Eikmeier (2004) thinks that it would be better to use the term "system" instead of "military forces" or "actors" when analyzing CoGs. One may here see a starting point for using effects-based thinking as an alternative method to achieve success in joint operations.

VI EFFECTS-BASED THINKING IN THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF OPERATIONS

A question posed in this paper is whether there exist other options than to use analysis of CoGs to achieve success in a joint operation. A simple answer to this is yes. At the same time, the modern battlefield is more complicated than before. It is therefore not certain that the existing alternative solutions are better than using a structural analysis with CoGs. One might argue that the traditional building blocks of an operational design do not fit when new operation patterns are planned and implemented. An alternative way to achieve success in joint operations might be to use the effects-based thinking, effects-based thinking can be seen as an approach that involves all assets, military and non-military means. The goal of effects-based thinking is to achieve certain desired effects (Karlsrud, 2006). Effect-based thinking can be said to underlie several other concepts, such as "Effect Based Operations" (EBO) and "Effect Based Approach to Operations" (EBAO) (Forsvarsstaben, 2007). The British military use the term "comprehensive approach" instead EBAO (Forsvarsetablen, 2007). Recently, NATO has also begun to use the term comprehensive approach (AJP -5, 2006). Effects-based thinking means to see one’s own operations in a larger context. An effect is defined in NAFJOD as a result or change often in the form of a behavioral change among opponents or other actors. A direct effect is a short term result - a direct result of the effort. An indirect effect is a longer term result. A distinction is also made between desirable and undesirable effects (Forsvarsstaben, 2007).

The purpose of effects-based thinking is that one's own efforts in an operation will function together with other military and civilian efforts. The goal of effects-based thinking is to focus on effects that will be inflicted upon an opponent or other actors. This is done in order to achieve the political and strategic objectives that lie at the heart of the conflict. Effects-based thinking is largely about analyzing oneself and the other actors that are involved in a conflict. The way to do this would be by considering the actors as complex systems. The next step would be to integrate all one’s own instruments that can influence the different actors or systems. The purpose of effects-based thinking is to achieve effects in the whole or in parts of a system. The concentration is therefore focused upon achieving certain desired effects, and not in the effort or the effect itself. A success-filled Effect Based Operation (EBO) will depend on identifying the effects that lead to success in operations (Maritime Warfare Centre, 2004). EBO used in its most extreme consequence will use all available means, i.e. diplomacy, information, military and economic instruments, a concept known as the DIME concept (Karlsrud, 1996).

Effects-based thinking has been come to the forefront of attention because of the complex conflicts that exist today, and an effects-based approach to operations (EBAO) is a philosophy used by many NATO nations (AJP -3.2, 2006). The current NATO definition of EBAO is the following: "the coherent and comprehensive application of the various instruments of the Alliance, combined with the practical cooperation along with involved non-NATO actors, to create effects necessary to achieve planned objectives and ultimately the NATO end-state"(AJP -3.2, 2006, 2-2). As effects-based thinking will become more and more used, this will probably involve an increased focus on the use of non-kinetic energy (AJP - 3.10, 2006). This is in line with the modern conflict field's complexity with many non-state actors. Effects-based thinking will also have the advantage in terms of planning and execution of operations that it takes into account indirect effects, both desirable and undesirable.

A CoG analysis will have three levels from action to effect. The three levels are, respectively, critical vulnerabilities, critical points, and CoG (Strange, 1996). An effects-based thinking approach may include many levels. One advantage of effects-based thinking is that it is based on state and non-state actors, and considers them as systems (FFOD, 2007). An effects-based planning of an operation can thus be considered a refined CoG analysis. Through an effects-based analysis one will at the same time obtain a generalization of CoG analysis (Karlsrud, 2006). This is because an effects-based analysis takes into account that there may be situations where it is not possible to identify the CoG. Thus effects-based thinking emerges as a sensible alternative to CoG analysis in the planning and conduct of operations in today's complex conflict areas.
VII CONCLUSION

The use of CoG has been shown to be important for the planning and execution of military joint operations. A prerequisite is that one is actually able to analyze one’s way to the correct CoGs. Given that one can identify the proper CoGs this can be said to be a crucial and decisive factor in order to achieve success in joint operations. Given the complexity of the modern conflict areas or battlefields it is not self-evident that the use of CoGs will lead to success in a joint operation. An alternative method of achieving success in the planning and execution of military joint operations is to use effects-based thinking instead of CoG analysis. Effects-based thinking can be said to be a more general method than the CoG analysis. One may argue that the use of CoGs can be seen as a means, while the use of effects-based thinking can be seen as a goal. For a professional community of practice such as the Norwegian Armed Forces, the use of effects-based thinking may simply be a more suitable knowledge management strategy for achieving success in modern military joint operations. However, it is important to remember that all knowledge transfer and collaboration occurs among human beings, so one should not lose track of the human component when discussing different knowledge management strategies (Dalton, 2010).
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